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STEP BY STEP

BLACK USED IS SUPER BLACK
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ProWorx - The Professional’s Choice

Plastic repair

STEP BY STEP

PLASTIC REPAIR
Plex plastic filler process provides a solution for repairing anything from cracks and holes to minor abrasions in most types of
automotive plastic parts and is perfect for plastic bumpers.
Plex provides great flexibility and durability which makes repairing plastics exceptionally quick and easy, it provides a high quality,
long lasting efficient repair.
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1

Remove all the paint in the affected area
with a DA sander using a P120/P180 grit
disc.

3

4

Drill a number of 3mm holes either side of
the repair (this is known as shoe lacing).
Then using a die grinder/file grind a “V” shaped
channel into the repaired area. Key the back of
the plastic in the area to be repaired.

5

6

7

Mix the appropriate amount of Plex filler
with hardener at a ratio of 2% at an
ambient temp of 20ºC.

8

10

11

Clean and degrease the area to be repaired
on the front and reverse.

Once cured, apply dry powder guide
coat.

2

Take a piece of fabric webbing material and
cut to the approximate size of the repair.

Apply the Plex to the fabric webbing and
then apply with a firm even pressure to
the reverse of the repair area.

Drill a hole approximately 3mm at the end
of the split to relieve the chance of further
cracking/splitting.

Degrease both sides and apply a thin layer
or coating of adhesion promoter.

9

Take the applicator supplied and spread
the Plex smoothly on the outer repair
surface.

Block sand with either a P120 or a P180
feathering out with a P320 to finish.

Note: If further applications are required please repeat steps 7 through 11, omitting step 8.
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Fibreglass bridging repair

STEP BY STEP

FIBREGLASS BRIDGING REPAIR
Fibrefix bridging repair filler gives great strength and durability with the added bonus of being waterproof. Applications vary from
automotive to marine, industrial or commercial. The versatility of Fibrefix is ideal for small to medium repairs.
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1

2

Remove all the loose/fractured particulate
and paint from the affected area with a DA
sander using a P80 grit disc.

3

4

Once the area has been prepared, mix your
FibreFix filler with hardener at a ratio of 3%
at an ambient temp of 20°C.

5

Then apply your full coat of filler with the
applicator provided making sure that firm
and even pressure is being applied.

6

Once cured sand with a P40 or P80 to
achieve general shape.

7

8

9

Once cured apply dry powder guide coat.

Clean and degrease the area to be repaired.

Once the area has been prepared mix your
ProWorx filler with hardener at a ratio of
2% at an ambient temp of 20°C.

10

Block sand with either a P80 or a P120.

Then apply a full coat of ProWorx bulk filler
with the applicator provided making sure
that firm and even pressure is being applied.

11

Feather out repair with P320.

Note: If further applications are required please repeat steps 7 through 11.

Cut a piece of Aluminium mesh to the
approximate size of repair. Secure the mesh
in place ready for the filler application.

12

Final inspection ready for next
application process.
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Bulk filler repair

STEP BY STEP

BULK FILLER REPAIR
When it comes to a mainstream bulk filler repair the choice is yours. Both Swift and Pearl provide the answer. Whether it is mild
steel or GRP or whether it is more advanced substrates like aluminium or galvanized panels these ProWorx products have it
covered. Follow our step by step guide to ensure you achieve a professional finish every time.
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1

Clean and degrease the area to be
repaired.

2

Remove all the paint in the affected area
with a DA sander using a P80 grit disc.

3

Once the area has been prepared mix your
ProWorx filler with hardener at a ratio of
2% at an ambient temp of 20°C.

Apply and remove a thin film of ProWorx
filler (Known as a wetting up coat), mix the
removed product back into your existing filler.

5

Apply your full coat of filler with the
applicator provided making sure that firm
and even pressure is being applied.

6

Once cured apply dry powder guide coat

7

8

9

Final inspection ready for next application
process.

4

Block sand with either a P80 or a P120.

Feather out repair with P320.

Note: If further applications are required please repeat steps 3 through 8, omitting step 4.
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Finishing filler repair

STEP BY STEP

FINISHING FILLER REPAIR
For the finishing touches use Elite or Silk. They provide a super smooth finish every time. Ideal for when you have just completed
a big repair and you want to remove those minor imperfections. Easy to apply and easy to sand.
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1

2

Lightly sand surface with a P180 if
required.

3

Apply the filler with the applicator provided
making sure that firm and even pressure is
being applied.

5

Once cured apply dry powder guide coat.

6

7

8

Final inspection ready for primer
application process.

Clean and inspect repair area.

4

Feather out repair with P320.

Note: If further applications are required please repeat steps 3 through 7.

Mix the appropriate amount of ProWorx
finishing filler at a ratio of 2% at an
ambient temperature of 20°C.

Block sand with either a P120 or a P180.
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